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Assurances

DCSI/Grant Coordinator

I, the District Coordinator of School Improvement/Grant Coordinator, attest that I will provide or facilitate the provision of all the necessary district-level commitments and support
mechanisms to ensure the successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I understand I am responsible for the implementation of all intervention
requirements. If I am the principal supervisor, I understand I am responsible for ensuring the principal carries out the plan elements as indicated herein.

Signature: Lisa Mott

Principal Supervisor

I, as supervisor of the principal for this campus, attest that I will coordinate with the DCSI/Grant Coordinator to provide or facilitate the provision of all the necessary district-level
commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the principal I supervise can achieve successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I understand I am
responsible for ensuring the principal carries out the plan elements as indicated herein.

Signature: Lisa Mott

Principal

I, as principal for this campus, attest that I will coordinate with the DCSI/Grant Coordinator (and my supervisor, if they are not the same person) to use the district-provided
commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I agree to carry out the plan elements as indicated
herein.

Signature: Karin Polk
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Data Analysis
Student Achievement

What accountability goal has your campus set for this year?

2022 STAAR 2023 GOAL Rationale

A=52

Scaled Score = 56

A=70

Scaled Score = 71

We will focus on strengthening and aligning our lesson planning, assessments, and
instructional materials. Our focus on weekly observations and feedback will help us
prioritize which standards/students to address. We will also conduct weekly PLC
collaborative team meetings with each grade level to review instructional planning and
assessments.

 

 

Me=28 Me=35

Ma=13 Ma=20

Component Score
31

Component Score
42

 Goal is 71C
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School Progress

What accountability goal has your campus set for this year?

Reading  
Academic Growth 2021 - 2022 TOTAL  Academic Growth Projections 2022- 2023 TOTAL# of Tests DNM Approaches Meets Masters  # of Tests DNM Approaches Meets Masters
41 19 7 7 8 41  103 30 32 19 22 103
Percentage 46% 17% 17% 20%   Percentage 29% 31% 18% 21%  
             
Math  
Academic Growth 2021 - 2022 TOTAL  Academic Growth Projections 2022- 2023 TOTAL# of Tests DNM Approaches Meets Masters  # of Tests DNM Approaches Meets Masters
41 22 11 6 2 41  103 30 32 19 22 103
Percentage 54% 27% 15% 5%   Percentage 29% 31% 18% 21%

We will continue to focus on student growth. We think it is achievable and ambitious to increase our scores by 5-10 points for App/Meets/Masters in Reading and Math, considering
the progress we made in 2022 in implementing systems for the selected Essential Actions in our TIP allowed us to have student growth. We will track student growth individually to
ensure differentiated instruction is provided to support each student in having the growth they need.     
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Closing the Gaps

What accountability goal has your campus set for this year?

 

 2019 STAAR 2022 STAAR 2023 Goal
# of Targets Met 9 1 5

Groups Met  
Hispanic

 

+ All Students Reading

+ All Students Math

+ Eco-Dis Math

+ Hispanic Student Success
Component Score  8 30 
Scaled Score 74 59 70 

Specific Subjects  and Subgroups to
Focus On   

Reading

Hispanic

If we prioritize achieving our targets for our Academic Achievement in Reading and Math for all students, Economically Disadvantaged for Math, and our Student Success for
Hispanic student groups, we will achieve four additional targets.  Setting a goal to achieve 4 more indicators in Domain 3 will helps us increase in campus performance.
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Subject Areas and Student Groups

Which subjects are a focus this year when thinking about student performance? Why have you identified these specific subject areas? What is the intended impact on your
accountability domain scores?

If we prioritize achieving our targets for our Academic Achievement in Reading and Math for all students, Economically Disadvantaged for Math, and our Student Success for
Hispanic student groups, we will achieve four additional targets.  Setting a goal to achieve 4 more indicators in Domain 3 will helps us increase in campus performance from 1 out of
10 indicators to 5 out of 10 indicators.

Which student group outcomes are you targeting in these goals? What is the intended impact on your accountability domain scores?

If we prioritize achieving our targets for our Academic Achievement in Reading and Math for all students, Economically Disadvantaged for Math, and our Student Success for
Hispanic student groups, we will achieve four additional targets.  Setting a goal to achieve 4 more indicators in Domain 3 will helps us increase in campus performance from 1 out of
10 indicators to 5 out of 10 indicators.
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Essential Actions
Cycles 1-3

Essential Action 1.1: Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.
Implementation Level: Partial Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 2.1: Recruit, select, assign, induct and retain a full staff of highly qualified educators.
Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 3.1: Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe environment and high expectations.
Implementation Level: Partial Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.
Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices: High-quality instructional materials are consistently used across classrooms, including resources intentionally designed to meet the needs of students with
disabilities and English learners, along with other student groups with diverse needs. • Campus instructional leaders frequently review how teachers internalize, modify
and use lesson plans, providing feedback and lesson planning support regarding alignment to the scope and sequence, the standards and the expected level of rigor.

Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.
Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices: Campus instructional leaders provide training and ongoing support so that teachers implement best practices for establishing and maintaining a strong
classroom culture, including setting behavioral expectations, establishing routines and procedures that maximize instructional time, and building strong
relationships. • Campus instructional leaders provide training and ongoing support so that teachers effectively use high-quality instructional materials and research-based
teaching practices that promote critical-thinking skills and include differentiated and scaffolded supports for students with disabilities, English learners, and other student
groups.

Essential Action 5.3: Data-driven instruction.
Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices:

Cycle 4

Essential Action 1.1: Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.
Implementation Level: Not Yet Started
Key Practices:

Essential Action 2.1: Recruit, select, assign, induct and retain a full staff of highly qualified educators.
Implementation Level: Not Yet Started
Key Practices:

Essential Action 3.1: Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe environment and high expectations.
Implementation Level: Not Yet Started
Key Practices:
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Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.
Implementation Level: Not Yet Started
Key Practices:

Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.
Implementation Level: Not Yet Started
Key Practices:

Essential Action 5.3: Data-driven instruction.
Implementation Level: Not Yet Started
Key Practices:
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Cycles
Cycle 1 - (Sept – Nov)

Did you achieve your student performance data goals? Why or why not?:

1. Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices: High-quality instructional materials are consistently used across classrooms, including resources intentionally designed to meet the needs of students with
disabilities and English learners, along with other student groups with diverse needs. • Campus instructional leaders frequently review how teachers internalize, modify and use
lesson plans, providing feedback and lesson planning support regarding alignment to the scope and sequence, the standards and the expected level of rigor.
Rationale: Based on the self-assessment, this is an area in which we are now beginning to implement with fidelity. Specifically, with training from Solution Tree, the district
has already started implementing the PLC process. Teachers have dedicated PLC time built into their schedule, during which they can internalize units, lessons, and assessments
to prepare for instructional delivery. Our campus is a district-focused campus where Teaching Learning Coordinators partner with campus through coaching and feedback 7
weeks throughout the year.
Who will you partner with?: Other
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? Engaging with the Solution Tree will help us ensure our PLC process is streamlined to address that our assessments are
aligned and at the right level of rigor and that our teachers are using effective instructional strategies in the classroom. Solution Tree is providing a consultant four times a year to
provide on site coaching for our team. This  will help build the capacity of our instructional leaders to better coach and support our teachers on their planning and delivery of
high-quality, engaging, rigorous instruction.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: Campus PLC/grade level teams have been informed through principal lead
meetings before the start of the school year. Part of this communication included an explanation as to how Marvin Biomedical Academy was chosen for this level of support. In
addition, teachers will align common formative assessments to the district's essential standards and engage students in goal setting.
Desired Annual Outcome: By May of 2023, 100% of all teachers will conduct common formative assessments for all essential standards in reading and math and interim
assessments in grades 3-5 that align to the rigor of TEKS mastery as evidenced by the campus data tracking systems and weekly observation and feedback as well as PLC
collaborative meetings with the campus leadership team.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the district ensures that campus instructional leaders receive access to interim assessments aligned to the standards and the expected
level of rigor, then the campus leaders will be able to consistently ensure that high-quality instructional materials are utilized in ways that allow teachers and staff to successfully
administer daily lesson-level, unit, and interim assessments to determine if students learned what was taught.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of November 2022, 100% of CLT members will be trained by the Campus Principal in the use of formative assessments as evidenced by
CLT attendance records and the ability to align assessments to the TEKS using the Waxahachie ISD (WISD) Essential Standards Pacing Calendar and the teams' PLC weekly
agendas.

District Actions: If the district provides the campus instructional leaders with a Solution Tree Consultant and Coach at least 4 times this year, as well as the District Teaching
and Learning Coordinators on campus, and training on formative assessments,  then the campus leaders will be able to consistently ensure that highly effective instructional
strategies are utilized in ways that allow teachers and staff to successfully administer daily lesson-level, unit, and interim assessments to determine if students learned what was
taught.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?:

Why or why not?:
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What challenges do you think you'll encounter in
achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this

cycle?

What specific action steps address these
challenges? How does this action step address this challenge?

This is a new system for our campus, so the challenge is to
get the CLT Team to a level of proficiency where they can
turn key the work and build capacity in teachers.

None
As the campus leader, the administrators will observe CLT
members leading PLC time and then meet biweekly to
provide feedback through the coaching cycle.

Step 1 Details Reviews
Action Step 1: The principal will attend a common formative assessment training provided by WISD
curriculum team.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: District Sign In Sheet
Person(s) Responsible: Karin Polk
Resources Needed: None Applicable
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: September 22, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date:
September 22, 2022
Funding Sources: Solution Tree Consulting Services - 6200-Professional and contracted
services - $23,000, Staff Development Time - 6100-Payroll - $12,000

Progress toward Action Steps:
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 2 Details Reviews
Action Step 2: Principal will create CLT trainings and schedule time for these trainings.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: CLT Monthly Agenda
Person(s) Responsible: Karin Polk, Principal
Halee Tucker, Instructional Coach
Resources Needed: Solution Tree Document: Examining Quality of Assessment Items
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: October 6, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: October 6,
2022
Funding Sources: Supplies - 6300-Supplies and materials - $500

Progress toward Action Steps:
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:
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Step 3 Details Reviews
Action Step 3: As the campus leader, the administrators will observe CLT members leading PLC time and
then meet biweekly to  provide feedback through the coaching cycle.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: PLC Agendas, Administrator Coaching Notes
Person(s) Responsible: Principal
Resources Needed: Principal, Assistant Principal
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: October 11, 2022 - Frequency: Weekly - Evidence Collection Date: November
18, 2022
Funding Sources: Supplemental Materials - 6300-Supplies and materials - $300

Progress toward Action Steps:
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:
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Cycle 1 - (Sept – Nov)

2. Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices: Campus instructional leaders provide training and ongoing support so that teachers implement best practices for establishing and maintaining a strong classroom
culture, including setting behavioral expectations, establishing routines and procedures that maximize instructional time, and building strong relationships. • Campus
instructional leaders provide training and ongoing support so that teachers effectively use high-quality instructional materials and research-based teaching practices that promote
critical-thinking skills and include differentiated and scaffolded supports for students with disabilities, English learners, and other student groups.
Rationale: Due to a change in the leadership of this campus for three consecutive years, campus leadership determined that a well defined campus wide discipline management
system with a common language and consistent implementation is a need. The campus has added 160 new students this year and teachers are working to build strong
relationships with students by establishing high expectations for all students and implementing restorative practices.
Who will you partner with?: Other
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? Engaging with Solution Tree Consultant will help ensure every minutes of class is spent purposefully and maximizing
instruction from entrance to exit.
 The principal will work with the Campus Leadership Team to meet and review campus behavioral and academic data in order to make real time adjustments as needed. The
district support via its TLC team will provide specific instructional support on a 4 week rotation.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: The principal will conduct a campus level discussion with her entire
campus team to provide an update on the progress of this process. This work will be embedded into the work of each grade level PLC team as well.
Desired Annual Outcome: By May 2023 semester, 90% of teachers will implement the campus behavior plan with fidelity which will allow teachers to maximize instructional
routines as evidenced by weekly T-TESS walkthrough data, WISD "Look-For" walkthroughs, and a decline in discipline referrals.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the district ensures that campus instructional leaders receive initial training and ongoing coaching support to support the
implementation of instructional leadership systems, then campus leaders provide teachers with the appropriate level of support to continuously improve the quality of instruction.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of November 2022, 100% of campus teachers will be trained on the campus Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) and
provided ongoing support on the campus behavior plan as evidenced by weekly WISD Look For's  Walkthroughs for positive and purposeful interaction.

District Actions: If the district provides trauma informed care training to staff, then the campus leaders will be able to build trust with students and support for student
demonstration of learning.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?:

Why or why not?:

What challenges do you think you'll encounter in
achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this

cycle?

What specific action steps address these
challenges? How does this action step address this challenge?

Teachers not using the flow of the plan with consistency. None Campus administrators will follow the coaching cycle of
observation and feedback to address behavioral concerns.

We have 11 new teachers on our campus. None Campus administrators will follow the coaching cycle of
observation and feedback to address behavioral concerns.
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Step 1 Details Reviews
Action Step 1: The CLT will review and revise as needed the Campus Behavior Plan before rolling out to
staff.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: CLT Sign In and Agenda
Person(s) Responsible: Campus Administrators
Resources Needed: PBIS resources and previous year's referral data
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: July 29, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: July 29, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps:
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 2 Details Reviews
Action Step 2: The campus behavior plan was shared with all staff, students, and families through Teacher
In-Service, Parent Orientation, Marvin Announcements, Teachers in Classrooms, and sent home with
students.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Students and Parents returned signed copies of the
Campus Behavior Plan.
Person(s) Responsible: Teachers
Resources Needed: Copies of the Campus Behavior Plan
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: August 11, 2022 - Frequency: Daily - Evidence Collection Date: September 15,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps:
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 3 Details Reviews
Action Step 3: Campus administrators will follow the coaching cycle of observation and feedback to
address behavioral concerns.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Coaching Feedback Notes
Person(s) Responsible: Campus Administrators
Resources Needed: Campus Administrators
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: August 22, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: November
30, 2022
Funding Sources: Classroom Management Materials - 6300-Supplies and materials - $500

Progress toward Action Steps:
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:
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Cycle 2 - (Dec – Feb)
Did you achieve your student performance data goals? Why or why not?:

1. Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices: High-quality instructional materials are consistently used across classrooms, including resources intentionally designed to meet the needs of students with
disabilities and English learners, along with other student groups with diverse needs. • Campus instructional leaders frequently review how teachers internalize, modify and use
lesson plans, providing feedback and lesson planning support regarding alignment to the scope and sequence, the standards and the expected level of rigor.
Rationale: Based on the self-assessment, this is an area in which we are now beginning to implement with fidelity. Specifically, with training from Solution Tree, the district
has already started implementing the PLC process. Teachers have dedicated PLC time built into their schedule, during which they can internalize units, lessons, and assessments
to prepare for instructional delivery. Our campus is a district-focused campus where Teaching Learning Coordinators partner with campus through coaching and feedback 7
weeks throughout the year.
Who will you partner with?: Other
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? Engaging with the Solution Tree will help us ensure our PLC process is streamlined to address that our assessments are
aligned and at the right level of rigor and that our teachers are using effective instructional strategies in the classroom. Solution Tree is providing a consultant four times a year to
provide on site coaching for our team. This  will help build the capacity of our instructional leaders to better coach and support our teachers on their planning and delivery of
high-quality, engaging, rigorous instruction.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: Campus PLC/grade level teams have been informed through principal lead
meetings before the start of the school year. Part of this communication included an explanation as to how Marvin Biomedical Academy was chosen for this level of support. In
addition, teachers will align common formative assessments to the district's essential standards and engage students in goal setting.
Desired Annual Outcome: By May of 2023, 100% of all teachers will conduct common formative assessments for all essential standards in reading and math and interim
assessments in grades 3-5 that align to the rigor of TEKS mastery as evidenced by the campus data tracking systems and weekly observation and feedback as well as PLC
collaborative meetings with the campus leadership team.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the district ensures that campus instructional leaders receive access to interim assessments aligned to the standards and the expected
level of rigor, then the campus leaders will be able to consistently ensure that high-quality instructional materials are utilized in ways that allow teachers and staff to successfully
administer daily lesson-level, unit, and interim assessments to determine if students learned what was taught.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of February 2023, 80% of CLT members will be leading teams during PLC Collab time with the creation of formative assessments as
evidenced by the team's PLC agendas and lesson plans as well as the campus data tracking systems with support from the campus leadership team.

District Actions:

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?:

Why or why not?:
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Cycle 2 - (Dec – Feb)

2. Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices: Campus instructional leaders provide training and ongoing support so that teachers implement best practices for establishing and maintaining a strong classroom
culture, including setting behavioral expectations, establishing routines and procedures that maximize instructional time, and building strong relationships. • Campus
instructional leaders provide training and ongoing support so that teachers effectively use high-quality instructional materials and research-based teaching practices that promote
critical-thinking skills and include differentiated and scaffolded supports for students with disabilities, English learners, and other student groups.
Rationale: Due to a change in the leadership of this campus for three consecutive years, campus leadership determined that a well defined campus wide discipline management
system with a common language and consistent implementation is a need. The campus has added 160 new students this year and teachers are working to build strong
relationships with students by establishing high expectations for all students and implementing restorative practices.
Who will you partner with?: Other
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? Engaging with Solution Tree Consultant will help ensure every minutes of class is spent purposefully and maximizing
instruction from entrance to exit.
 The principal will work with the Campus Leadership Team to meet and review campus behavioral and academic data in order to make real time adjustments as needed. The
district support via its TLC team will provide specific instructional support on a 4 week rotation.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: The principal will conduct a campus level discussion with her entire
campus team to provide an update on the progress of this process. This work will be embedded into the work of each grade level PLC team as well.
Desired Annual Outcome: By May 2023 semester, 90% of teachers will implement the campus behavior plan with fidelity which will allow teachers to maximize instructional
routines as evidenced by weekly T-TESS walkthrough data, WISD "Look-For" walkthroughs, and a decline in discipline referrals.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the district ensures that campus instructional leaders receive initial training and ongoing coaching support to support the
implementation of instructional leadership systems, then campus leaders provide teachers with the appropriate level of support to continuously improve the quality of instruction.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of February  2023, 80% of campus teachers will implement the campus behavior plan with fidelity which will allow teachers to maximize
instructional routines as evidenced by weekly T-TESS walkthrough data, WISD "Look-For" walkthroughs, and a decline in discipline referrals.

District Actions:

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?:

Why or why not?:
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Cycle 3 - (Mar – May)
Did you achieve your student performance data goals? Why or why not?:

1. Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices: High-quality instructional materials are consistently used across classrooms, including resources intentionally designed to meet the needs of students with
disabilities and English learners, along with other student groups with diverse needs. • Campus instructional leaders frequently review how teachers internalize, modify and use
lesson plans, providing feedback and lesson planning support regarding alignment to the scope and sequence, the standards and the expected level of rigor.
Rationale: Based on the self-assessment, this is an area in which we are now beginning to implement with fidelity. Specifically, with training from Solution Tree, the district
has already started implementing the PLC process. Teachers have dedicated PLC time built into their schedule, during which they can internalize units, lessons, and assessments
to prepare for instructional delivery. Our campus is a district-focused campus where Teaching Learning Coordinators partner with campus through coaching and feedback 7
weeks throughout the year.
Who will you partner with?: Other
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? Engaging with the Solution Tree will help us ensure our PLC process is streamlined to address that our assessments are
aligned and at the right level of rigor and that our teachers are using effective instructional strategies in the classroom. Solution Tree is providing a consultant four times a year to
provide on site coaching for our team. This  will help build the capacity of our instructional leaders to better coach and support our teachers on their planning and delivery of
high-quality, engaging, rigorous instruction.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: Campus PLC/grade level teams have been informed through principal lead
meetings before the start of the school year. Part of this communication included an explanation as to how Marvin Biomedical Academy was chosen for this level of support. In
addition, teachers will align common formative assessments to the district's essential standards and engage students in goal setting.
Desired Annual Outcome: By May of 2023, 100% of all teachers will conduct common formative assessments for all essential standards in reading and math and interim
assessments in grades 3-5 that align to the rigor of TEKS mastery as evidenced by the campus data tracking systems and weekly observation and feedback as well as PLC
collaborative meetings with the campus leadership team.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the district ensures that campus instructional leaders receive access to interim assessments aligned to the standards and the expected
level of rigor, then the campus leaders will be able to consistently ensure that high-quality instructional materials are utilized in ways that allow teachers and staff to successfully
administer daily lesson-level, unit, and interim assessments to determine if students learned what was taught.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By May of 2023, 100% of all teachers will conduct common formative assessments for all essential standards in reading and math and interim
assessments in grades 3-5 that align to the rigor of TEKS mastery as evidenced by the campus data tracking systems and weekly observation and feedback as well as PLC
collaborative meetings with the campus leadership team.

District Actions:

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?:

Why or why not?:

Did you achieve your annual outcome?:
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Cycle 3 - (Mar – May)

2. Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices: Campus instructional leaders provide training and ongoing support so that teachers implement best practices for establishing and maintaining a strong classroom
culture, including setting behavioral expectations, establishing routines and procedures that maximize instructional time, and building strong relationships. • Campus
instructional leaders provide training and ongoing support so that teachers effectively use high-quality instructional materials and research-based teaching practices that promote
critical-thinking skills and include differentiated and scaffolded supports for students with disabilities, English learners, and other student groups.
Rationale: Due to a change in the leadership of this campus for three consecutive years, campus leadership determined that a well defined campus wide discipline management
system with a common language and consistent implementation is a need. The campus has added 160 new students this year and teachers are working to build strong
relationships with students by establishing high expectations for all students and implementing restorative practices.
Who will you partner with?: Other
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? Engaging with Solution Tree Consultant will help ensure every minutes of class is spent purposefully and maximizing
instruction from entrance to exit.
 The principal will work with the Campus Leadership Team to meet and review campus behavioral and academic data in order to make real time adjustments as needed. The
district support via its TLC team will provide specific instructional support on a 4 week rotation.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: The principal will conduct a campus level discussion with her entire
campus team to provide an update on the progress of this process. This work will be embedded into the work of each grade level PLC team as well.
Desired Annual Outcome: By May 2023 semester, 90% of teachers will implement the campus behavior plan with fidelity which will allow teachers to maximize instructional
routines as evidenced by weekly T-TESS walkthrough data, WISD "Look-For" walkthroughs, and a decline in discipline referrals.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the district ensures that campus instructional leaders receive initial training and ongoing coaching support to support the
implementation of instructional leadership systems, then campus leaders provide teachers with the appropriate level of support to continuously improve the quality of instruction.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By May 2023 semester, 90% of teachers will implement the campus behavior plan with fidelity which will allow teachers to maximize instructional
routines as evidenced by weekly T-TESS walkthrough data, WISD "Look-For" walkthroughs, and a decline in discipline referrals.

District Actions:

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?:

Why or why not?:

Did you achieve your annual outcome?:
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Cycle 4 - (Jun – Aug)
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Campus Grant Funding Summary
6100-Payroll

Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount
1 1 1 Staff Development Time $12,000.00

Sub-Total $12,000.00

Budgeted Budget Object Code Amount $12,000.00

+/- Difference $0.00

6200-Professional and contracted services
Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount

1 1 1 Solution Tree Consulting Services $23,000.00

Sub-Total $23,000.00

Budgeted Budget Object Code Amount $23,000.00

+/- Difference $0.00

6300-Supplies and materials
Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount

1 1 2 Supplies $500.00

1 1 3 Supplemental Materials $300.00

1 2 3 Classroom Management Materials $500.00

Sub-Total $1,300.00

Budgeted Budget Object Code Amount $8,000.00

+/- Difference $6,700.00

6400-Other operating costs
Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount

$0.00

Sub-Total $0.00

Budgeted Budget Object Code Amount $0.00

+/- Difference $0.00

6600-Capital Outlay
Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount

$0.00
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6600-Capital Outlay
Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount

Sub-Total $0.00

Budgeted Budget Object Code Amount $0.00

+/- Difference $0.00

Indirect Costs
Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount

$0.00

Sub-Total $0.00

Budgeted Budget Object Code Amount $0.00

+/- Difference $0.00

Grand Total Budgeted $43,000.00

Grand Total Spent $36,300.00

+/- Difference $6,700.00
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Student Data
Student Achievement and Closing the Gaps

Core Metrics Sub Metrics Grade Student
Group

Subject
Tested

Performance
Level

Summative
Assessment

2023 Student
Count

% of Assessments

2021
Results

2022
Results

2022 Participation
Rates

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 2023 Accountability
Goal

Assessment
Type

Formative
Goal

Actual
Results

Assessment
Type

Formative
Goal

Actual
Results

Summative
Goal

Actual
Results

Student
Achievement

# of Students at Approaches, Meets,
and Masters

All All Reading Approaches STAAR 179 58 59 N/A Interim
Assessment 70 Interim

Assessment 70 70

All All Reading Meets STAAR 179 31 41 N/A Interim
Assessment 50 Interim

Assessment 50 50

All All Reading Masters STAAR 179 17 21 N/A Interim
Assessment 25 Interim

Assessment 25 25

All All Mathematics Approaches STAAR 179 51 49 N/A Interim
Assessment 70 Interim

Assessment 70 70

All All Mathematics Meets STAAR 179 26 20 N/A Interim
Assessment 35 Interim

Assessment 35 35

All All Mathematics Masters STAAR 179 13 7 N/A Interim
Assessment 20 Interim

Assessment 20 20

5th All Science Approaches STAAR 47 55 37 N/A Interim
Assessment 70 Interim

Assessment 70 70

5th All Science Meets STAAR 47 24 5 N/A Interim
Assessment 35 Interim

Assessment 35 35

5th All Science Masters STAAR 47 12 5 N/A Interim
Assessment 20 Interim

Assessment 20 20

Closing the
Gaps

Focus
1

Student Success
Status/STAAR All All Students ELA N/A ELA N/A 31 41 99 Interim

Assessment 45 Interim
Assessment 45 45

Focus
2

Student Success
Status/STAAR All Hispanic STAAR N/A STAAR N/A 35 40 100 Interim

Assessment 45 Interim
Assessment 45 45

Academic Growth
Core Metrics Sub Metrics Grade Summative Assessment 2023 Total # of Evaluated Students Percentage of Students 2022 Results Cycle 1 Formative Goal Cycle 1 Actual Results Cycle 2 Formative Goal Cycle 2 Actual Results Summative Goal Summative Actual Results

Academic Growth

ELAR All STAAR 103

Did Not Meet 46 29 29 29
Approaches 17 31 31 31

Meets 17 18 18 18
Masters 20 21 21 21

Math All STAAR 103

Did Not Meet 54 29 29 29
Approaches 27 31 31 31

Meets 15 18 18 18
Masters 5 21 21 21
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